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About This Content

SOVIET COMMANDER: ANTI-INFANTRY TACTICS
Kill or drive off your enemy’s infantry forces with short-range shock troops, artillery and flamethrower tanks.

FEAR PROPAGANDA ARTILLERY
Airburst propaganda leaflets make targeted soldiers question the morality of their actions.

INCENDIARY ARTILLERY BARRAGE
Areas of the map can be bombarded with incendiary rounds to burn infantry and deny access.

KV-8 FLAMETHROWER TANK
A KV-8 Flamethrower Tank can be ordered in to the battlefield.

RECON OVERFLIGHT
Available planes will fly a high speed loiter of the targeted area.

SHOCK TROOPS
Special Command Troops can be deployed to the battlefield. Click and select location to deploy.

This DLC is already included in the Digital Collector’s Edition.
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Title: CoH 2 - Soviet Commander: Anti-Infantry Tactics
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista 32 bit

Processor:2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:256MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800GT or RadeonHD 2900XT)

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Czech,Polish
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Terrible, the only redeeming quality is the free to play, pay to win mechanics of the game are apparant and on display within 5
minutes of install. If you ever thought farmville needed a starcraft reskin this game may be for you.. its an item find game with
a pawn shop minigame its ok, meaning its exactly what youd think it is an di got it for a buck so i had at least a dollars worth of
fun with it having played through it one time. nice puzzle game but fixed key mapping, hard for those who only WASD like
me.... Well, after all this looking, I've finally found it!

I finally found a Spy Fox game that I enjoyed, and can completely recommend.

Spy Fox 3: Operation Ozone is the thrilling conclusion to the Spy Fox trilogy, and what a wild ride it has been! I was surprised
to find out that LeRoach was actually Spy Fox's uncle, and pulling MobCo's strings from the start. And while in this entry in the
trilogy there's some odd choices, like a romance between Billy the Kid and Moneypenny, and delving into Professor Quack's
childhood, but I feel like it helped flesh out the story a lot more. And the return of Russian Blue right at the end was a nice
touch to tie everything together.

Of course, you realize I'm kidding, don't you?

Spy Fox 3 concludes the Spy Fox trilogy in no way related to the previous games, barring the exceptions that they follow Spy
Fox beating a maniacal villain, and there's some slight nods to Spy Fox 1 and 2 here and there, but not enough that it becomes
annoying. In fact, this game improves even more than Spy Fox 2 did over Dry Cereal.

Spy Fox 3 has a massive gallery of devices this time, and some gadgets that might potentially never be used for a playthrough.
You also can control Spy Fox's spy car and drive across the planet to the four most well-known worldwide landmarks: Street...
Jungle... Desert... and Lake. All very important in the history of humanity.

However, what I felt was lacking Spy Fox Uno and Dos, that Tres has done so much better is that, the world (while large) isn't
completely isolated with its puzzles. There might be something you need in order to finish a puzzle in a different area, so you'll
be transporting across the globe between locations so much to the point, that you start to wonder how long Spy Fox has been
spending driving to all these place and how much time there really is left on the massive aerosol can. But each area you visit is
beautifully colored and drawn. I love the way each location looks, and how the character fit so much better in them, than the
bland worlds of Acidophilus and the World Fair.

On top of that, the music in this game is actually pretty good. You won't be humming the tunes after you beat the game, but they
each fit to their own areas nicely. Even though the African deserts have a western guitar sound, and the Russian lake has
northern banjos playing.

Another complaint I had with the previous entries were the villains and their plans. Between Billy the Kid trying to blame cows
for flooding the world with milk, and LeRoach relying on precisely 1,000,000 people to wind up his doomsday device, it's nice
to see that Poodles Galore actually has something of a slow-burning "Death Star" aerosol can floating over the earth to slowly
deplete the ozone layer. It isn't the most sensical, but I think it better fits a villain's master plan than the incredibly stupid ones
from the previous entries. And I liked Poodles as a character. She played off that make-up diva angle that I'd never seen as a
James Bond villain parody before, and I thought she was funny.

The humor in this game is a lot more visual now, too. Spy Fox spouts his annoying puns here and there, but a lot of jokes are
sight gags, and are legitimately funny. Jokes have set ups and pay-offs through the character's interactions, because I think the
Humongous budget went somewhere into the animation. This is probably one of the best looking and best animated HE games
I've played in the library thus far.

Spy Fox 3: Opertation Ozone has that perfect blend of child-like charm, spy thriller action, and good humor to provide an
experience that I believe is well worth the price of admission. It succeeeds in gameplay and story far more than the first two Spy
Fox games, and the puzzles are much more intricately laid out this time around. I'm giving this game a 7\/10. It's nice to see that
Spy Fox ended on a high note before he went out.. A poor man's Kingdom Rush with much less features.
I think the opening level even uses same soundtrack.
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The description is missleading, says there are 3 unique heroes but they are all the same in that they have no abilities and just
stand there doing the same melee attack.. Beautiful graphics, interesting innovation in gameplay, and a brilliant soundtrack.
Fantastic if you're a fan of old similar games such as breakout or crystal hammer.. DO NOT BUY THIS UNTIL THEY FIX IT!

Can't recommend this game. I've seen tons of people on discussions complaining about freezes at the same points in the game.
I've attempted uninstalling and reinstalling the game twice and lowering graphics to lowest possible and still nothing. I emailed
support almost a week ago and they still haven't replied to me. Can't get a refund because the game's problem happens 8 hours
in. The story was good until I had these issues come up. My last 2 hours of play were doing the same spot as john over and over
until the game froze again and again.

THERE IS NO CUSTOMER SUPPORT!. this whole thing has been a waste of money... remade art from earlier versions of
RM, a train and kid generator parts? seriously? content i will never use nor ever cared to use nor care about... what a waste of
time and money...
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One of the best story telling games i ve ever played! also combat is really strategy motivated and feels really rewarding when
you win!. This is a great game to play against friends, i recommend people to play it. It is a new game so keep this in mind, it
will keep getting better. Story based physics puzzle, is only an hour long, less if you're clever. Loved the graphics style and the
story. Its a nice hour long exerience, though I would prefer the story/game to be longer and the puzzles a touch more involved..
It's a nice game, it would be great if u could do a multiplayer version.. This is a terrible horrible mess, jesus.. turns to his
demoralised generals*

"Why are you all standing there like frightened children? What are you afraid of!? You call yourself soldiers!?!? Remember that
you are generals. The Prussians are too late... do you understand!!?? Wellington is beaten!!! Where's your faith? I've been in this
position before at the Battle of Marengo - I lost the battle at 5 o'clock....BUT I WON IT BACK AT 7!!!!. learnt lot from this
game than from my Religious sudies class. Not much variety in combat moves, but except for that and some bugs I've found, the
game is enjoyable and funny.

A good truibute for a legendary duo.. For that price (0,99$),it's ok-ish. It's far from being someting spectacular/amazing,but
there are games out there far worse with a higher price. The biggest problem with this game it's the " Early Access" and you can
feel it in the gameplay,it's unfinished and I don't think it will ever be.. 'Catch A Falling Star' was initially off putting to me as I
tend to avoid clicker style games. After viewing the video and seeing multiple friend's reviews about it I decided to get the 99
cent game. 8 hours of teeth gritting, leaning in the direction the star is falling, and collecting tea cups full of stars later, I feel I
can give my impressions about it.

The fun of this game is held entirely by it's connections to Steam and Steam achievements for me, aside from the aesthetic
appeal of bright, colorful and cute graphics. Without the goal set for me to achieve 5000 points, open up all the basket options,
and save up 2,500 coins I might have stopped playing this game hours ago. The game is deceptively challenging behind it's
simplicity. There are many techniques one begins to learn as you crawl up the point gain to combat ice, catch a star, and use the
very edge of your bucket to bounce a negative power up. Some of the negative (red) power ups begin to seem appealing as one
can use them strategically. The game also seems to completely change after hitting 2K, 2.5K, and 3K points, but I can't be exact
in what numbers bring about this change. Suddenly stars are dropping more quickly and on opposite sides of the map. I can go
from a full bar of health that I've built up until this part of the game and drop out before I can deposit a bucket of stars. So after
I've almost reached every achievement and definitely gotten my money's worth of playtime and entertainment from this game,
an entirely new challenge appears out of the woodwork.

The graphics and music are also pleasant. I have really enjoyed getting the Steam badge and emoticons. They are the same
appealing graphics of the game and quite affordable for those interested. My favorite background being 'Japan' which is pink
cherry trees with a lovely mountain backdrop. I also like the teacup, coffee cup, suit case, present box, cookie jar, and most of
the other cute baskets. The other unlockable backgrounds were unremarkable to me, although I can see the appeal for fans of
those games they represent. My only other qualm would be that not all functions seem to be fully available yet, such as the
'Bubble Time' power up which doesn't seem to do anything when caught as of this review. I can foresee this power up being a
game changer once it is instilled.

Overall, 'Catch A Falling Star' is affordable, a boredom killer, \u201crelaxing\u201d for some (ha, not me!), a hidden challenge
and something worth playing.
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